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R6sumd.- Les spectres d'e'mission et d'absorption 2p 3/2-3d du niclcel et du cobalt-dans les amorphes 
me'talliques Ni-P et Co-P ont e'te' Qtudie's. I1 n'a pas dte' observd de modification du spectre 
d'e'mission relativement au mdtal pur cristallisd. Par suite, les distributions Ni 3d occupGes dans 
ces deux mate'riaux doivent 8tre semblables. Ndanmoins des diffdrences apparaissent dans le spectre 
dlabsorption. I1 a dtE possible d'identifier la partie de la distribution Glectronique du 
nlckel qui en est responsable d'aprss un calcul APW de la densite' d'dtats. A l'aide des rdsultats 
des spectroscopies X et XPS, nous avons conclu qu'il n'y a pas de dGplacement du niveau de Fermi 
lorsque le nickel est rendu amorphe par la prdsence d'environ 15 % d'atomes de phosphore. Nos 
expdriences sur lTamorphe me'tallique Co-P conduisent ?I des conclusions semblables. 

Abstract.- 2p 312-3d emission and absorption spectra of nickel and cobalt in amorphous metallic 
Ni-P and Co-P have been studied. No modification of the emission spectrum with respect to the pure 
crystallised metal is observed. As a consequence, it may be deduced that the 3d filled distribution 
of both materials is similar. But, differencies appear in the absorption spectrum ; by comparison 
with an APW calculation of density of states, we can identify the part of the Ni distribution which 
is involved in this modification. By combinating X-ray and ESCA measurements, we may conclude that 
there is no shift observed in the position of the Fermi level, when the nickel is amorphised by the 
presence of about 15 % phosphorus atoms. From our experiments, similar results seem to be observed 
for the amorphous metallic Co-P. 

In this paper, w e  present a study range explored. The emission spectra are 

by X-ray spectroscopy of two amorpFous al- obtained by electron bombardment of solid 

loys of a transition metal with a metalloid. target wlth a 45O take off angle and analy- 

X-ray spectroscopy allows the inves- sed in a direction perpendicular to that of 

tigation of both filled and empty states the incident electrons : for the absorption 

with a given angular momentum for each ele- the bremsstrahlung of a W target goes 

ment present in any material. We have ap- through the very thin absorbing sample,then 

plied it to a study of the density of 3d it is analysd. The s~ectra ilre recorded bv 

states of N1 and Co in amorphous Ni-P and means of a thin window 3-CH, gss flow propor- 

Co-P, comparatively to those of pure N1 and tional counter placed behind an adjustable 

Co. For that purpose, we have undertaken sllt. The spectra are scanned by successive 

the analysis of both emission and absorp- steps along the Rowland circle. The instru- 

tion 3 ~ 1 - 2 ~ ~ ' ~  spectra. In the emission,be- mental resolution is about 0,13 eV for nit- 

cause of the transition probabilities, the kel and 0,17 eV for cobalt. 

2p3/2 hole 1s preferentially filled by an The Ni-P samples have been chemi- 

electron originating from a 3d level, and cally deposited by means of an oxydo reduc- 

in absorption, a 2p3'2 electron is promoted tion in the liquid phase (1). The CO-p Ones 

up to an empty 3d or 4s level. have been prepared by flash evaporation 

The experiments have been carried out from a wire onto which an ~lectrol~tic 

by means of a 500 mm radlus bent crystal deposition of Co-P has been made as descri- 

vacuum high resolution spectrometer. The bed in ref.2 . The depositiowwere made 
crystals, used in first order reflection onto a copper plate for the emissions or a 

are a beryl (1070) for nickel and mica 0,5 pm thick aluminum screen for the ab- 

(002) for cobalt : they show no anomaly of sorption. In both cases, their thickness 

the reflected i-ntensjty in the spectral was between 50 and 100 nm. The concentra- 
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tion of P in h7i-P and Co-P are near the eu- 

tectic: that is abcut 15 and 19 aton-ic mer- 

cent res~ectivel.~. T- ui-D most of tho P 

atom are the centre OF icosahe3ral Ni clus- 

ters an3 only a few ?ercent of the ?toms 

are randovlv 6istributed. 
In Co-P, the structure seems to 

be constituted by clusters of 9 atoms of Co 

surrounding one P, 3 or 4 atoms being clo- 

ser to the P atom (3). In pure cobalt sam- 

ples prepared by evaporation, two allotro- 

pies forms are present : malnly with hcp 

and a few percent of FCC structures. 

XPS experiments Pave been per- 

formed on the same samples in order to de- 

termrne the bindinq energy of the inner 

2p3/21evel. The apparatus we used is an 

> E L  200 R Instrument wbose resolution was 

about 1,2 eV in our experiments. 

The results we have obtaine2 

by X-ray spectroscopy for Ni-P Pave been 

partly described elsewhere ( V .  Let us 

notice that we have observed no shape mo- 

dificatlon and no shift of the emission 

curve between tb.e nickel in amorphcuc 

Nip and the pure metal. On the contrary, 

sone changes appear in the absorption snec- 

trun . The N1 absorption curve consists 
principally of a line A and an absorption 

jump followed by a feature B at about 6eV 

towards higher energies relative to A. From 

an APW calculation performed for fcc para- 

magnetic hli ~ p ~ / ~  absorption taprng into 

account tbe broadening due to the inner 

level ( 5 ) ,  it 1s possible to attribute A 

and B respectively to transitions towards 

pure 3d and d-s bands. For Ni-P, the prin- 

cipal line A is shifted towards higher 

energies and the feature B is considerably 

srroothed out. Foreover, we have measured 

by XPS the energy of the Ni 2p 3/2 level 

in both metallic and amorphous Ni 7 within 
+ the precision of tke experiment ( -  0,ZeV) 

no shift was observed. So we assume that in 

Ni-P the shift of the principal maximum of 

A 1s attribuable to a shift of nickel pure 

3d unoccuoied statesat the threshold, and 

the modification in B, to a modification of 

d and also s states at about 6 eV above 

the threshold 

The 3d-2p 3/2 emission and 

absorntion snectra of nure crvstallised Co 

and amorphousco in Co-F are vlotted in 

the figure. As the effective thicbess of C b  in 

, -- - - Amorphous CeP 

I I 1 

775 780 785 eV 

- 

Co-P absorbing screen is not well known, 

the absorption curves are normalized with 

respect to the absorption jump. For the 

emission, the energy of the incident elec- 

trons is about 1200 eV : this energy has 

been chosen in order to minimize the reab- 

sorption effects ( 7 ) .  We observe neither a 

shlft of the emisslon band maximum nor a 

change in ~ t s  full width at half maximum 
+ 

which is 3,60 - 0,2 eV, nor modifications 
of the satellite emission situated towards 

the higher energies of the band. Then, the 

two emlssion curves are identical. The 

3d-2p 3/2 absorption spectrum of pure co- 

balt is very similar to that of pure Ni : 

a very intense peak A an absorption jump 

and a structure B at about 6 eV from A to- 

wards the higher energies. In Co-P, we ob- 

serve no shift of the peak A within the 

experimental accuracv but the structure B 

is very strongly attenuated as for Ni-P. 

Let us note that the height of the 1ine.A 

is very sensitive to the thickness of the 

absorbing screen (6) (7). Then the variation 

-f A heiaht is not siqnificant because the 

number of absorbing Co atoms is not nuite 

adjusted between qure Co and Co-P screens. 

XPS measurements are in Drogress in order 

.to determine the bindinn.eneray of Co 2p3/2 

in bcth the quce metal an? the amornhous 

Co-P. 



Calculations of the densitv of 

occunied states have been made for hcp 

ferromaqnetic ( 8 )  or qaramaqnetic (9) co- 

balt ,and f erromaanetic amornhous Co ( 10) , 

but unlike nickel, there is no calculation 

in a larqe enerqv ranoe concerninq the 

enqtv states above Fermi level. So, at 

nresent, considerinn the similaritv of the 

nronerties of Ni an? Co and our X-ray spec- 

trosconv results, we assume that the dis- 

cussion about Ni Pav also be annlied to co. 

It must be emvhasized that our results may 

not be interqreted bv nartial or total fil- 

linn of the uncomnlete 3d band of Co or Ni 

in the amornhous allo~rs bv the nhos~horous 

electrons. Recent XpS exneriments (11) 

lea? to a discussion in the same wav.Indeed 

if the 3d band was being filled, the 3d 

configuration would tend towards that of 

Cu, and the snectra to those of CU. Conse- 

nuentlv, for nickel, the emission would be 

exnected considerablv broa?en and for Ni 

and Co, the absorntion line would decrease 

annreciablv because such a line does not 

exist in the 271 3/2 - 3d absorntion snec- 

trum of Cu. In fact, in our snectra, 

within the exnerimental qrecision, the 

width of the emission bands are unchanqed 

when the metsl is amornhised by the pre- 

sence of p. As for the absorntion, we 

observe a variation in the intensity of A, 

in the amornhous with resnect to the pure 

metal but this varies in an onnosite way 

for Ni and Co. The, if p electrons fill 

the 3d bands, this fillinq rust be small 

enouah not to introduce observable changes 

in the snectra. For this condition to be 

satisfied, the charge transfer must be 

less than about 0,l or 0.2 electron for 

Ni or Co respectively. 

In the same way, because no shift 

in the 2n 3/2 levels an? the emission 

bands is seen, it is nossible to assume 

that the vosition of the Fermi level does 

not change in the limits of the exnerimental 

accuracy. 

In conclusion, from our results , 

we vronose that the observed modifications 

involve nr~ncinally an order effect: this 

influences essentially the s extended sta- 
tes and only ?artially the more localised 

d states. - 
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